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Sea, sand, and salt

Isabella Neoh

BLACK AND WHITE. Fair hands pressed against black mud, dirt

biting into pearly white crescents of fingernails. A ghostly pale

child squatted in the thick black sand, firmly planted like one of

the crooked, scarred, palm trees overhead, shrouded by the thick

blanket of humid heat that enveloped the hidden beach. Cloudy

billows of grey seawater quietly fanned across the volcanic sand

to lick the child’s skinny, mud-encased ankles, skimming back

across the beach to retreat into the eternally shifting ocean of

gravelly brine. From its secret sanctuary, an ever-elusive bird of

paradise warbled a discordant melody from a neighbouring

mangrove, its strident voice the only sound breaking the

contemplative silence, ringing out with mirthless laughter. 

The skinny white child straightened up from her crouched

position, uncrumpling herself like an anaemic paper bag. In her

emaciated hand, she clutched at three mud-spattered

cockleshells dripping trickles of murky tears that plopped wetly

into the ashen sand. 

Ravenous hunger. Eternal heat. Never-ending sand. 

Her bony, claw-like fingers scrabbled to find a purchase on

the smooth shell of a cockle. As the girl fumbled to pry it open,

the clawing pain in her stomach clamoured to be sated.

Frustrated, the child pressed the muddied cockle to her mouth

and bit. 

The brackish taste of seawater with a hint of salty shellfish

flesh erupted in her cheek, sharp fragments of the cockle’s
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carapace stabbing her tongue like shards of broken glass. The

aftertaste of bitter ash permeated her mouth, reminiscent of

deep fires in the belly of some silently smouldering volcano.

Growling unintelligibly, the girl spat the mangled mess of shell-

fish, mud and seawater onto the black sand, swiping her

mouth with the back of her hand. She gently sat, drooping into

the mud. Kneading the dirty black sand between her toes, she

squeezed them into little black pearls that disintegrated into

rasping clumps of sand. She looked hungrily towards the

lapping waves, where rivulets of gleaming, fat fish spilled and

twisted in shoals, slippery, out of reach, almost intangible. If

only.

The child’s melancholic grey eyes were a whirlpool of blue

and leaden hues, downcast and tenebrous as she turned to

watch two splashes of black streak across the beach, their feet

kicking up clods of coal-coloured loam. A storm of sodden

sand granules rained down behind them in their wake, sinking

from their short-lived flight into the ground with a soft, breathy

sigh. The black figures stumbled to a shaky stop at the shore,

tumbling into one another, a whirlwind of snarled hair, bright

eyes and rapturous laughter. Milky-white baby teeth framed by

full coffee-coloured lips winked merrily in the sun. 

Glint of plastic. Fishing line. Metal hook.

The white child looked on, enraptured, a sliver of a

glimmer of hope in her eye, as the larger of the young boys

began to unwind a crinkled, plastic water bottle from a tangled

net of nylon wire. He nimbly threaded one end through a

delicately curved metal hook, chocolate fingers deftly weaving

and knotting, tongue protruding slightly in concentration, lithe

body bent over his task. The second boy returned with a

handful of fresh cockles and two flat oyster stones. The girl

sluggishly stood up, muted grey eyes fixated on the cockles in

the boy’s hand. 
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Sitting down, the boy placed a flat rock between his feet,

slight wrinkles contouring their length, heavy callouses speak-

ing of long distances spent on dusty dirt tracks and hours

dedicated to climbing coconut trees for their sweet fleshy fruit.

He placed a single ivory cockle on the slim stone, before bring-

ing the other down on top with a swift rap. A soft crack echoed

across the beach as the shell shattered and split, revealing grey,

globular cockle meat, shiny and moist, nestled in its skeleton.

The boy skilfully extracted the shards of shell from the cockle

flesh and threw it to his brother, waiting dutifully with shiny

metal hook in hand. Shuffling closer, the girl moved towards

the two boys, curiosity lighting her sombre expression, smooth-

ing over the emptiness in her eyes.

The larger boy ensnared the cockle on the fishing hook,

and turned to toss it into the unfurling, grey flowers of wavelets

that sinuously swept across the beach. Almost instantaneously,

the plump, shiny, shoals of fish cautiously darted towards the

sinking cockle, soon competing to taste its salted flesh, becom-

ing a flurry of thrashing grey. 

Tapped on the shoulder, the boy turned. It was the girl.

Her translucent blue-grey eyes were luminous, whispering

unspoken words. Teach me.

She held her two cockles up between them, cradled within

her fingertips, a flag of goodwill. The boy’s eyes sparkled as he

nodded, a grin stealing across his face like sunrise across an

inky morning sky.

The children turned to face the dark sea together. 

Black and white.
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